Your Next Event Speaker
Would you like to have more control in your small business?
Do you have a passion for building something bigger than yourself?
Are you ready to try a new strategy?

“You can’t help but catch Kerry Anne’s energy and
hang on every word… She has so many gifts to
offer - in personal lives and business lives, and
will continue to change lives on a big scale!”
Alexandra Andrea, Marketing Energisers
“Kerry Nelson’s story will captivate your hearts and
minds… Her journey is exceptional and way she
talks about it is inspiring. Kerry’s message is one not
to be missed.”
Daryus Arden, Ebiz Needs

KEYNOTE TOPICS
Unstoppable Freedom

Follow Your Passion

Unstoppable Freedom is following your deepest passions without limits We all dream of following our passion in every area of our lives,
in your business. Often this idea is easier said than done, with daily

but only action brings it to life. When we act powerfully we come

constraints squeezing out our potential for business expansion. It’s one

to realise that it is not a fantasy to be able to build the life of our

thing to know what we want in business, but it’s another thing entirely

dreams. Kerry Anne’s powerful story of life after death will will

to know how to get there. For us to enjoy the benefits of exponential

challenge the way you approach tough times in your life. Kerry

business growth, we need a daily plan. We need to know the practical

Anne lives to empower her audience, and to show them how to

steps that will offer sustainable pathways to more lucrative outcomes.

serve their deepest passions without limits. In Kerry Anne’s

Through Kerry Anne’s talk you will learn how to:

inspiring talk you will learn the Three Steps to Follow Your
Passion:

OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

Stop wasting time on work that doesn’t work

How your passion can become routines which revitalise your days

Target business growth strategies that give you more bang

The seven step formula to reviving your passion

for your buck

You already have everything you need to follow your passion

Make more time and money from your time and money

right now

www.kerryannenelson.com

Book Kerry Anne Today:
https://www.kerryannenelson.com/speaking/

About Kerry Anne...
Kerry Anne Nelson is defined by the passion that fuels her daily. Graduating university with honours, Kerry Anne has worked as
an educator in classrooms, and regional program development, across primary, secondary, tertiary and special education
settings. For twenty years Kerry Anne has also run her own service and retail businesses. With her husband, she worked on
various online platforms to end up building Australia’s largest online vacuum parts store.
But Kerry Anne has also experienced some of the most traumatic events imaginable, traversing the rough terrain of divorce and
remarriage, facing financial ruin in her family business, and overcoming several dark seasons of depression and anxiety. Rolling
supplier debt chased Kerry Anne’s online vacuum parts business for about a decade. Website improvements ended up
generating hundreds and hundreds of weekly sales, but still, Kerry Anne and her husband couldn’t find a way to square up old
invoices. The bills kept growing with the sales. Eventually, the debt was crushing, and the stress was too much for Kerry Anne’s
husband. The turning point of her life came on 28 May 2014, when Kerry Anne returned home from work to find her husband
lying face down on her kitchen floor, dead. The next day, grief stricken and with bankruptcy looming, she got to work, combining
her professional skills with her natural strengths to turn this crisis into opportunity.
Kerry Anne streamlined her daily workplace processes, restructured her business systems, decentralised and outsourced all core
operations, and cleared a decade’s worth of supplier debt in only seven months. But Kerry Anne did not stop there, she continued to
build and refine systems making the family business so smoothly functional that it became irresistible to buyers. On December 1,
2015, Kerry Anne ended up selling that business for a profit equal to the ten year’s worth of debt she had inherited. In one and a half
years Kerry Anne had made everything new. This crash course in life allows Kerry Anne to speak with authority on the essence
needed to transform any business challenge life may throw at you. Losing her husband shocked Kerry Anne into the realisation that
she was the only one with the power to change her situation. Kerry Anne’s journey proves that your daily business processes can be
transformed into operations which create new outcomes and you don’t need to be facing a crisis to do it.

If you are looking for an inspiring
speaker who will engage your
audience with a captivating story,
as well as show them the ropes of
exponential business growth, Kerry
Anne Nelson is the presenter you
are looking for. Kerry Anne’s
greatest strength is her ability to
transform passion into daily actions
which can redefine the landscape of
any business. She shows us that
anything is possible for rising
business builders when they know
how to create taylormade growth
systems.

www.kerryannenelson.com

“Not only is Kerry Anne an inspiring and engaging public
speaker, I have also been very impressed by her ability
to implement efficient systems, structures and
processes to run very successful events and help others
in their businesses”
Lise Saugeres, Mindfully Serene

Book Kerry Anne Today:
https://www.kerryannenelson.com/speaking/

